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ABSTRACT
This paper reviews two studies, published in 1972 and

in 1974, that dealt"with women's.roles in television advertising, and
it reports on a study of men's and women's roles in 595 television
commercials shown in the Rochester, New York, area during March 1974.
Results are presented with regard,to the sex of the voice-over
announcer, the sex of the pertons pictured in,the cummercial, and the
types of products'advertised by'aen and, by women. Among the findings
are that, althoUgh female voice-over announcers are in the inorAty,
,therehas been an increase in the percentage of female voice-over
'''announcers since the earlier two studies were conducted; women appear
as product representatiVes as oftenas do men, but women in
television comaercials are most often' portrayed in the roles of wife
and other, are frequently presented as rather stupid, and are

.limited with regard to their occupations and the physical'iareas they
inhabit. (GV)
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Little researalkes been devoted to the topic Of women in television advertise-

mentg. Cancern for violence in televisioni-!la produced extensive research on that

topic; in contrast, sex stereotyping has been virtually ignored. In fict, we could

find only two published studies on the topic of sex stereotynoing in television

vertisements, although less. formal investigations undoubtedly exist.

An analysis by qeminick and Bauch (1972) examined prime -tine television cant-

mercials whidi appeared on the network flagship stations in New Yor3: City during

Spring, 1971. Coders analyzed advertisements featuring fehales and, several weeks

later, they analyzed a comparison sample of advertisements featuring maleg. The

results demonstrated that ads featuring concerned personal hygiene 15$ of the

time,,while ads without women concerned personal hygiene only 2% of the time; the

difference was statistically significant. TUrthermore, women were'ruch less likely

than men to appear inads for cars, trucks, and related products. ,Thus, women can

Contertlate toothpaste and attempt to sell it to television viewers, but they are

presumed to have no credibility in selling a car: Tvot only was there a limit to

what warren could sell, bUt there was also a restriction on where they can be while

selling it. As tlie,authoesst;Itessucciictly, "P. women's place isin the home." 4

This difference, too,was statistically significant; females were pictured in the

hate 38% of the time, while males sere in the hame.14% of the time. In .contrast,

men were pictured much more frequently in a business setting (14% versus 7%) and

outside (44% versus 19%). Advertisenents'seen to be capitalizing on Erik triksen's-

"inner space" (Eriksen, 1964).

Nat surprisingly, occupations were portrayed quite differently. for the, two

sews. Of those people who were

.4*
were tallied as housewives. The

occupied by only 14% of the men.

judged to have an occupation, 56% of the women

equivalent category of husband and/or iaihei was

Inspection of Dominick and RaucWs data-shows

that uomeinuere seldom ippLesented in namstereotyped roles. 'There wore businese-

women ar6ng the 230 workirig femalet in-thesample, but the rest of the women were

teachers, stewardeseies, secretaries,' etc. Males had far more diversified occupa-
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tianal alternatives, from lawyer'and pilot to professional athlete and, intrigu-

ingly, criminal.

Other findings in the Dominick and Rauch' study were the following: 1) ;Inns

in the adwatiserents tended to be younger than the men;, 2) .,ben were not typi-

cally placed in commercials simply as sex objects, and 3) The off-camera, voice-

ovek announcer was a mole voice 87% of the time, a chorus 7% of the tire, and fe-

male only 6% of the time. This, last observation is,partkuLarly interesting, as

it provides statistical confitmatian for the observation by Suelzle (1970) that

commercials "endlessly show women helpless before a pile of soiled latindry until .

-tile male voice of authority overrides hers to tell how brand X with its fabt-acting .

en2ymes will get her clothes clearner than clean."

!fl- second article Canoarned with women's roles in television-commercials

(Courtney & Whipple, 1974) reviews the results of" four studies an this topic, the

Dominick and Rauch sample from 1971, two studies in 1972 by N.C.W. cpapters, and

pne in 1973 by Cttxtney andIttipple. The studies confirm the Dominick and Raudh

obeervations regarding the predominance of Male voice-overs. Encnuragingly, however,

females are being sham just as often as men in the more recent studies; this per-
.

cantage increased significantly between 1971 and 1973. Rosen are apparently seen,

but they still aren't he6rdl (Incidentally, however, women predominate in daytime

advertieerents$hile ieA predominate at night4

in an analysis of the type a prOduct advertised, Courtney and Whipple found

tlizt tamales still sell female cosmetics and househoid4,roducts, but men sell drams

%

and medicine. Thef6ur studies differadmith respect to the description of the
. ,

other cdtegories, and so the data could .pot ompared extensively. Other cats

clusiops from' this study were that men were aide -again represented as bider-than

women. Also,' women were still overrepreimanted in faally/hane settings aild'under-

azror-tsented with respect to jab variety. Again, men were Outidie. '1%1.±ai men did

venture into the home, they did so only to "give the ordain ard'advice and eat the

noels." As the authors conclude, "The world for woman in the' axis is a domestic arse,
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tional alternatives, fran lawyer'and pilot to professional athlete and, intrigu-

ingly, criminal.

Other findings in 'the Dominick and Rauch' study were the following: 1) liamen

in the advertisements tended to be younger than the rem- 2) Waren were not typi-

cally placed in commercials simply as sex objects, and 3) The off-canera, voice-.

met announcer was a male voice 07%
,

of the time, a chorus 7% of the tine, and fe-

vele only 6% of the time. This last observation is.partAularly interesting, as

it provides statistical confirmation for the observation by Suelzle (1970) that

commercials "endlessly show warren helpless before a pile of soiled laundry until

the rale voice of authority overrides hers to tell how brand X with its fabt-acting .

enzymes will get her clothes clearner than clean."

The second article Coacerned, with women's roles in televisiop,corneicials

(Courtney & Whipga, 1974) reviews the results of'.four studies an this topic, the

Daninick and Rauch sample fran 1971, two studies in 1972 by %WI?. cpapters, and

'one in 1973 by Courtney and Whipple. The studies confirm the Dominick and Rauch-

,

observations regarding the predominance of male voice- overs. Encouragingly, however,

females are being Shown just as often as men in the more recent studies; this per-
0

montage increased significantly between 1971 and 1973. Moen are apparently seen,

but they still aren't haird! (Incidentally, however, women prOccinate in daytime
9

advertieemants*itelleA predominate at night4

in an analysis of the type of product advertised, COurtney and Whipple found

that females still sell female Cosmdtics and househoidiproducts, but nen sell drur

and medicine. Thelf6ur studies differed-With respect to the description of the

other cdtegories, end so the data could dot Ale compared extensively. Other con.'

elusions than' this study were that nen were once -again represented as_Mideithan

women. Also, woven were still overrepresented in family/home settingg Snd'under-

reprasented with respect to job variety. Again, n were outside. 4±ai men did

venturZ into the home, they did so cnly to "give the orderi and, "advice and eat the
'7.

meals." As 'the authors conclude, "The'world for women in the' ads is a domestic are,
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where women are hour fes who worry about cleanliness. and food preparation and

serve their husbands ana,chilelren. Selinm is a wren Oxy..n combining out -of -home

employment with ranaimelit of her home and personal life." In contrast, "Men are

portrayed as the dominant,sex in the promoticn of most products and services which

are significant to the farad!, and where the decision- making process is' at all ex-

tensive."

We keel that it is particularly unfortunate that this area of research has been

neglected, wieh.the exception ofi the Dcrninick and Rauch (1972) '-wIclithe'Cilourtey and

PZhipple (1974) studies, because -of the implications for the socialization of Chid-
.

1

dr2n. Aiecent experiment by Frue and Moriee (1975) found that acceptance Of tradi-

ticral sex roles, as assessed by the Brown it Scale, was greater for children who

were classified as high, television watchers (5 or more hairs per week) than it

/ .

was for Low television watchers (10 or less hours per week) . Although ether inter-

pretations of these data are available, one explanation may be that extensive tele-

viiOn viewing encourages children to aceept the roles portrayed on television. It

seems clear from other research (Sternglanz & sezbin, 1974) ,that sex role stereo-

typing is,pronckmaad in Children's television CoMbining this stereotyki-

ing with the spreotyping evident in adveertisemnts, it is no surprise that chil-

dren ere learning' something about our dociety and its norms and expectations from

idisse advertisements/

We 1?eel, t1;...n;

roles in adve

portrayed in.

it is important to gather additional data on the issue of
. .

for two reasons. First of all, the way in which wo-

ads will reflect law women are viewed in a given

society. Thus, we television.advertidements as archival rKords of sex

roles. Furtherm ioref'sinpe television seems to play an mportant role 401e sOcial-
.

/11

ization of children, children will grow up. viewing women in that same light.

.
Our study rpresents, essentially, a replication of these earlier studies in

order to establish a reliable data base. _Previous studies have examined advertise-

ments in Ned York City, Washington, D.C., and Tbronto. We'keel that a sdmple from

.



a smaller city with a large surrounding rural area (Rochester, New York) cen pro-

vide some contrast and offer us information about-the generality of these earlier.

data. Also, the data were collected the year later; perhaps advertisers may finally

recognize the arguments proposed by _the feminist movement.

The senior author tabulated every advertiserient that appeared during the periods .

in which the study was oanducted in Mari, (1974. Table 1 describes the sample.

a.

Table 1 about here

Each advertiArent was described briefly and coded fat the hour and type of show ia

which it appeared. :Additional diodes represented the sex of the vice -over announckr,

the.sex of ti person pictured' in the advertisement, and the type of product adver-

tised:

RESULTS.

First let us consider the results for the sex of the voice-over announcer at

the end of the advertisement. We calculated from DominiCk"and Tiuch's (1972) sta-

tistics that .their sample must have included appruximately 822 (87%) male voice-
.

oversf 57'(6%) female voice-overs, and 67 (7%) mixed chorus voice-overs. In our

sample, there were a'total of 54eadbertisements with a voice-over. Of these, 430

(79%) were males, 94 (17%) were females, and 20 (4%) were mixed charms. nor pur-

poses of this analysis,' we ignored the-mixed choruS data, leaving it to mothers to

-;

explore the:apparent demise of this form.
4,

. No -sestiOns interested us regarding the wine -over data. First, has the

-...

percentage of fatale voice-overs inlreased since the Dominick and Rauch study? A

dhi-square analysis indicated thin' this peroentage.hadincreased substantia1ly

V.
(X2 =43.41, df 2g 1, pK.001)..1Now it is possible that the difference between our

. ..

results and those-df Dominick and Pauch can beattributed to the fact that their'

adveistmar1t6 were from prime ti;Iadvert ewhile our sample included daytime television
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advertisements. }ever, an inspection of our prime-time subsample Showed that the

percentages re. did not aiffek fran `those in dtir overall sample. It is also pos-

sible that.4egional differences might be-resrxonsible.for the difrenceo but we see

no a priori reaseon.to predict`trore female representation in the Upstate, NeW York

sample. It seers, then, that More rent "television coomercials are moreliikely to

1.

select a femali to provide the voice over; three years after the Dominick and Ruch

study, waren are more likely to providetle authoritative last word.

We can also ask a second question: in the.present sample, are males and females

equally represented in voice avers? The suer here is clearly ,"k" O.= 258,

df = 1 p<A01)..

A second category of data concerns the prestice of men and women as prodtrt

representatives. In order to remain as consistent as possible with the Dominick

and Rauch study, a single tally mark was recorded for females for eadh.ad containing

one or more females (whether adult or Child); the same process wes followed for males.

Thus, a given ad could be tallied for both males andfiemales. In all, 293 ads Showed

females and 271 ads showed males. Female.; are in the slight majority in our sample,

but this predorinance is not statistically,significanOX? = .86, df = 1, p>.05):

These statistics agree with those cited in the 1873Tbronto sample (Courtney and

lipple01974) where 50% of these i)ictured.werefemale.
. -

Let ud now consider the product categories of the advertisements (see Table 2).

)

Table 2 about here

s^'

.Tile examined the five categories 'included in the Dominick and Rauch table. (These

are the-first five categories in our Table 2)-. tie also added additional categories

examined in the Courtney and Whipple study. Thus, we have categories which, will

allow coMparisons with both earlier studies. He added one final categery, "finery-

cial" because we thought this might real same interesting sex differences,

'Not surprisingly, females outnuwber Males in female cosmetic ads. Also,males

7
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ArtauTtered females in car ads. ,poth of th9.9e findings n parallel tot the results

of DomidiCkand Rauch, However, unlike Dominick and Raiidh, we found no differences

for uale cosmetics'andgas & oii, because we found so few for these itemu in our'

.

sample, Also, we nollifference in the persgpal hygiene products category;

Dominic* and Rauch a 4ifference but Courtney and 4hipple did not in their more

recentrstudy. Concern about cleanliness in ads is no longer confined to females;

men (reluctantly) A.Scuss deodorants, use Lava soap, an' smile bright toothpaste

smiles.

The one category which Dominick and Rauch did pot'examine which showed a sub-

stantial sex difference was "household, " a category campbsed y of household

cleaninvids. While perscnal cleanliness is now appropriate th sexes, house--

hold cleanlifiess is still largely the concern of women. Wcren are continually being

delighted in advertisements-by shiney floors, shfhey_tables, shiney dishes. .hiss

difference/matchs the' data of CourbleYandl Whipple in their /71 sample..

Finally, we 65und no difference in the areas of food and beverages,

medicine, and financing. This last finding is encouraging: waren are pi
.

financial transactions as often as mesa are, although the nature of these,transactions
4 t

may waif be different;.

YIP

DISCUSSION

partiCularly,enoDuragi that there has been an it ease in

frta tears in the persentage of*fenale announcers providing the final inforrint4n on

products. There-seems to be a tread to allowlexren to dernmstrate their expertise

especially in the more traditimal areas. Fbr example, an ad for Pampers diapers

1

sho4s a' father, grandfather and a baby.. Tne father suwests a Panpersdiaper.. Shis

ad, se fir, tj) counter to traditional stereotypes, but will buyers trust a male

on suCh a strictly femile*topic? Indeed, in this ado'it is a woman announcer who _

,.-

explains why Pampers are the superior product. A. more-refined c&rparison of our

data with those ofOomirdck and Roudh might reveal which areas are most-likaly to

yield to the gale voice-over. We suspect that it is the traditionally feminine

areas. 8

.\
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Cofcoimsei otr enthusiasm for the change is modified by the fact that warren

J a

voice-overs are still in the minority, even in, some clearly feminine ads, as for

Dove soap, or for ads dealing-with sex-stereotyped areas. such as toilet bowl

cleaners. Quite often, males become.involved in ads at the point v)hele a'"scien-

tific" explanation seems necessary (perhaps becaUse men ,are assumed to be more

trustworthy, bblieveable, and knowledgeable) to oorro6orate the more

,testimonial" of the women.

It is clear that women are now well repaisented with regard to the number

of times they appear as ptodtiFt representatives. This is in contras to the

situation in elerentary sdiool readers, in which melds outnumber females both as

rain characters and in illustrations (Graper, 1972; Marten &Matlin, 1975).

In these readers, females have beeri called "invisible" because of their scarcity.

In cotrast, television advertisements picture femalet as 6fted at-tval.es:7The

=plaint camas, instead, from the way in which they are represented. We demon-.

strated that they appear significnntly more 'often for household products and

less often for carsothich are cottly "male " products. .

Turning fiixtt the quantitative analy;es, let us consider, more generally, Acw

ir

woven are portrayed in advertisements. As a whole, they represented in their

traditional role as a wife and mother,- perhaps not too intelligent a wife and

at 1-.hat. They are seen being surprised by lower food prices 'and cleaner dishes

and floors, forcing theqr children to gargle, wrapping sandwiches, cooking tow,

buying toothpaste, and going wild over hats. .The woman is busy every minute, but

ti she lows it--because she takes her Geritol.

Our sample of advertisements supilbrts the conclusion of Dominick and Batch

that females are not placed in carmercials"merely as sex objects (perhaps this

I
to-rule/Icy would be stronger in magaiine advertisements). ¶Ale found a sexy female

.

.actor-announcer floating among bank premiumS, a woman who nightly slinks forth

in a ].a' -cut frothy white gcw to announce the Specials or movies for the evening

an the NBCNetwork,and the L'Oreal Hair Cdor woman, who is attacked by a

9



handsome male after spurgings$2.75 on herselik Aside from these, television

females are not especially sexy...

The women in televisionaratercials may not be sexy; instead, they seem

pitifully dumb. Cne woman forgets, even after She has bn told many times, that

only a certain dog food contains beef, and another can't seen to understand the '

intricacies of 'decaffeinated coffee. Anotherryoung woman is completely forgetful

of the factrthat she has a Credit Ford to pay for her car repairs. She is

uiterlyhelpless.until a man'reminds her of her credit card. One other woman, to

--her credit, Apes begin to put up her own curtains{ until her arthritis stops her.

Waxen also-seem to be restrictEmlwithzegard to the physical areas they can.

inhabit. We did not investigate this.interesting question, as the earlier studies

but we note a 9index ad -in which a man and a woman are washing a 'window.

The' math is on the outside and the woman is on the inside.'

Thefeminist movement seers to have little effect on how advertisers repiesent
.

women's occupations. In our sample, we saw only four working women, a teacher, 60'

librarian, a golf instructor, and Josephine the Plumber. NO are pleased to see

.t.hese, last two non-stereotyped occUpations. However, we note that Josephine has

been around for many years, and she is still in the kitchen.

Pennies are also .00rtrayed as liMited and helpless in tie advertisements .

N t ' "
\

',specifically directV at chilelren. Again, the-vmsi...ms

i

ority. of the announcers are

rren7-or, in the cased of the Namorous cartoons ads, rol voices. Bailsane_ girls

%

are cnce'aga.kn cast i traditional roles. In an and 'for a cqndrbar, a little boy
. . .

.is seen.havingjust cilmhe a mountain an placed a flag on it, while a girl ..

\ 0
swoops in on'a Ilyine'qnxpet. Buster gram Crakes Dashers for boys and Dunplings

for girls. In another ad, a boy and'a girl are about to begin a game of baseball

when ,it is pointed out that One of then is a girl, and so they can't play; The
, , . 4

'girl replies that at least she likes to take baths!

It is possible, 'thong, that the feminist Movement has had same specific in-

fluencecn a atoll numbelf ads featuring man. One man does'laundrv. Another

10
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man fhes chicken and receiveq the compliment,'Not bad, Dad." Yet another

9

father makes soap for the fimilye His little daughter clays, "Dad; I didn't know
, o

you could cook," and Dad replies, "Neither-did I." In another example, a woman

goes back to work but she assures us that der lime won't suffer because her hus-
,

band uses Hop & Glow on the floors. She comments,."Isn't he terrific!" It seems

that men can bey shown in female -role wit, but there must be some. surprise

ted,. They never simply stir soup, as their wives would in similar circumstances.

itri Are pal-ft/ming female tasks, but this is still so unqsual that it deserves

special comment. Bet and Dem (1971) have noted that we can test for.egwlitygf

sex roles by reversing the sex of the characters and seeing whether the'descrip-

tion retains the same flavor and tone as the original. 'Trying this test on these

ads, we see that men maybe performing womanly duties,but the "flavor" is some-

different; this performance is, not part of5the man's customary duties. NO

mother would receive the comment, "Mom; I didn't krz you could cook," nor would_

she reply, "Neither did T.," Incidemtafiy, We ceder why there is no equivalent

advertisement pmilLdying a woman in a male role, whether with or without comment.
4

CCNCLUSICti
.

In the last three years', theathas been same improve rent in the way women are

represented in television advertisements, but obviously the situation is still far

from idedl. We still await an advertisement showing a really competent wman, cne

who can comment authoritatively an a product without the last word being spoken

by the ultimate, male expert.

I
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Table 1: CharaCteristi of thK
of acivertitement4 N

. f.

4.

. , - - ,.. 4 ' ,

-...
I

.

'S/1^ '' Le5

Type. of rit;tal.# 11Dtal # '4+1 'Type of Sbim . Ibtal # Ibtal #
Time Slot 'of Hoiars pf Ms . ' of Howe of Ms

Morning 10 214

Aftp.xnocp-- 7 5 192

Darning 11 189

4

41.

,
' Variety ,, 4 ,v.' 83

Soap Opera - '5.5- 146 1 .

ibvie , 4,05 . 79

Tale 4.5 , 92

Cartoon t 93

Game . . 32

Can. 2.5 -39

News 1.B. 31

6

12

0 .

S

e.
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Table 2:, Product Categories of Adkeitisements

Product' Category

1. Male oosmetics

2. Female wan:tics
. , )

3. Cars, related products

ti

Ms with Finales

. '. A% .

, %

-5%

Ads with Males

; 0%

1%

:
. 10%

s 4

4. Gas and oil 1 %'

. .
.5. Personal hygiene products 15% 14%

. . k I

6. Abusehold 19% : .7%

7. Food' andbeverage 33%,, . 36%

8. Drugs and medic,ine 6% 5,%

FrI:ancial 2% 3%

Or ' 14% 21% .

Ibtal 100% 100%

N (total ads).

_

293 271

,

Level of
Significance
of liifference

< . 01

n.s.

n.s.

rr
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